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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-341/84-46(DRS)

Docket No. 50-341 License No. CPPR-87

Licensee: Detroit Edison Company
'2000 Second Avenue
_ Detroit, MI 48224

Facility Name: Enrico Fermi Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 2

Inspection At: Enrico Fermi 2 Site, Monroe, Michigan

Inspection Conducted: November 5 through 29, 1984

Wh h
Inspectors: S. G. u ont /l'/f fiY

f. $.
D. E. Hills /2-13-84/

Date

P. L. Eng /2te/-TT
Date

Approved By g, Acting Chief /2-6-
Test Programs Section Date

Inspection Summary

Inspection on November 5 through 29, 1984 (Report No. 50-341/84-46(DRS))
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection by regional inspectors for
followup on licensee actions in regard to inspector previous findings,
preoperational test result revim, station batteries surveillance procedures,
and inservice testing of punds arid valves. The inspection involved a total
of 135 inspector-hours onsite by three NRC inspectors, including 24 inspector-
hours onsite during off-shifts. In addition, the inspection involved 114
inspector-hours in the Regicn Office.
Results: Of the four areas inspected, no items of noncompliance or deviations
were identified in three areas. Within the remaining area, one item of
noncompliance was identified (inadequate procedure - Paragraph 4).
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DETAILS

*
- l'. ' Persons Contacted

*W.fH.Jens,VicePresident,NuclearOperations
'*F. E. Agosti, Manager, Nuclear Operations
*R. - S c Lenart, Superintendent, Nuclear Production
*G. R.'Overbeck, Assistant Superintendent, Nuclear Production
*M. Ripley,:Startup Engineer
*T. S. Nickelson, Assistant to the Startup Engineer
*M.: Haver,-Startup Assurance Engineer
*G.: M. Trahey, Director, Nuclear Quality Assurance

'*L. Collins,' Systems Engineer, Nuclear Engineering
*M. Hobbs, Plant Support Engineer, Nuclear Production-

*J. E. Cohen, Engineer, Licensing
.

*D. C. Timmins, Engineer, Licensing

.The inspectors also interviewed others of the licensee's startup and
~ nuclear production' staff.

'*
- - Denotes personnel attending the exit interview of. November 29, 1984.'

2. Action on Previous Inspection Findinas

a. (Closed) Open Item (341/83-21-01(DE)): Excessive cavitation and
vibration during RHR pump operation. Following modifications to the
RHR pump hydrostatic bearings and the supports for both the suction
and' discharge pump piping, the licensee performed the RHR preopera-

'tional test, PRET E1100.001. The inspector verified that the
vibration data from these tests are within the acceptance criteria
as stated in the Hydraulic Institute standard for pumps with
piggyback mounted motors _and that no evidence of cavitation was
observed during the. test." . The inspector has no further concerns .in

'this area.
'

b. (Close'd) Open Item (341/84-29-05(DE)): Locations for vibration
measurements on pumps. The-inspector inspected a sampling ~of those
pumps included.in the inservice testing program and noted that the

_. points for. vibration measurements had been clearly marked. In
addition, the-points' are now explicitly identified in the inservice

~

testing surveillance procedures. .The inspector has no further
concerns in this area. *

c. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-29-06(DE)): Post-calibration of
-vibration transducer. The inspector reviewed the post-calibration

~

data for.the transducer which had been dropped during preoperational
testing. The inspector found the calibration data to be acceptable
per manufacturer's specifications. The inspector has'no further
concernstin this area. -
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d. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-01-01(DRS)): Resolution of use of the
Joint Test Group (JTG) for interim review of major test changes.
The inspector reviewed Startup Instruction 4.5.1.01, Administrative
Controls of Procedures and Test Changes and verified that the
instruction was revised to require the Technical Review Committee
(TRC) to be responsith for review and approval of all major test
changes. The revisf5n also deleted the JTG as interim reviewers.
The inspector has x furtner concerns in this area.

'

e. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-36-04(DRS)): Identified in conjunction
with PRET C1108.001 Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) test results package ,
review, this item indicated that.the licensee needed to provide the
work request (PN-21) used to complete rework on Position Indicating
Probe 30-15. The licensee provided PN-21 #500343 which the inspector
reviewed and found adequate-to ensure that rework has been performed
to correct position indication problems for Rod 30-15. The inspector
has no further concerns in this area.

,

'

' f. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-36-03(DRS)): Identified in conjunction
with PRET C1108.001 Rod Worth Minimizer (RWM) test results package

! review, this item indicated that the RWM Low Power Setpoint (LPSP)
is presently set at 20% of Rated Thermal Power as sensed by steam
flow and feedwater flow which is at the exact value prescribed in
the technical specifications. This does not allow for any margin
between the technical specification limits for the process variable'

and the nominal setpoint to allow for inaccuracy of instrumentation,
uncertainty in the calibration, or the instrument drift that could
occur during the interval between calibrations. The licensee
Indicated that they would perform an evaluation of the LPSP along*

- with an evaluation for the Rod Sequence Control System (RSCS) set-
point to determine if a new setpoint for either system is warranted.
Therefore, Engineering Evaluation Request (EER) 84-258 was initiated
to evaluate the need for, and if necessary, determine the new set-
point. The licensee'has also initiated Field Deviation Disposition-

4- Request.(FDDR) KH1-1064 requesting General Electric (GE) to supply
design specifications and setpoint methodology for the RSCS. In
addition, the licensee has indicated that they intend to establish

4

the RWM LPSP to be consistent with the setpoint determired for the-
RSCS. Although, they are still awaiting official doct.ner.tation of
the FDDR disposition, early indications are that the 'RSCS Jetpointg'
will be reestablished to allow for this margin. The inspector has
no further concerns'in this area.;

g .' (Closed) Noncompliance (341/84-36-02(DRS)): This item concerned the
: licensee's failure to accomp)ish certain preoperational testing

activities in accordance with administrative procedures. Included
were numerous examples of improper initiation, orocessing, and
disposition of Test Exception Disposition Reports (TEDR) and Test
Change Notices (TCN). The inspector has reviewed the licensee's

I actions in response to this item and has found that.the identified
occurrences have been adequately addressed,. evaluated, and dispost--

tioned. Additionally in order to assure their ability to adequately
review Test Result Packages (TRP) by identifying and correctly,

:
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dispositioning deficiencies, the inspector has evaluated the adequacy' e

of their new review process established in August of 1984. The ;n
' process consists of test specific technical review subcommitteest - '' -

' comprised of personnel from each organization representative of the
i Technical Review Committee (TRC). These subcommittees are assembled

1[
-in a central location, with no concurrent duties, while performing
detailed reviews of the administrative and technical aspects of the

; TRPs. Upon completion, the subcommittees present their findings and'

I: recommendations to the TRC during a scheduled Test Results Review
meeting. The inspector has found improvements in the quality of the*

| TRPs as a direct result of the new review process. The examples
J cited in the noncompliance all occurred in TRPs reviewed and approved

prior'to isolementation of the new review process. The inspector has
- since examined numerous TRPs approved subsequent to that implementa-
t: tion and found that they consistently demonstrate the licensee's
[ ability through:the new review process to adequately identify and
i -disposition TRP administrative and technical deficiencies. Further-
! more, in order to preclude repetition of these types of errors and

~

subsequent to this noncompliance the licensee halted startup testing,

with the exception of generic Checkout and Initial Operations (CAIO)
testing until formal training classes had been conducted for appro- ,

' priate personnel on October 29, 1984. These classes ensured thata

startup and other selected personnel were aware of testing admini-
' strative requirements as implemented in the Fermi Startup Instruc-
tions. Therefore, the inspector is confident of an improvement in
the quality of-TRPs as a result of additional training and the new .

review process.

h. (Closed) Noncompliance (341/83-21-04(DE)): The licensee failed to-"

,-
'reference the battery charger vendor's manual for charger balancing.

; The inspector reviewed the revised preoperational and operational
procedures which included referencing the-vendor manual for both >

preoperational and operational maintenance and has no further
concern in this area.

1. (Closed) Noncompliance (341/84-11-08(DRS)): Debris in the. Residual !
* ' Heat Removal Service Water (RHRSW) reservoirs during preoperational

testing.' The inspector inspected the reservoirs ~after draining as
y documented in' inspection report 50-341/84-37, and identified a

repeat noncompliance (341/84-37-03(DRS)). This item is closed and
.the corrective actions to prevent recurrence will be followed by'

item 341/84-37-03(DRS). ,

Lj. (Closed) Open Item (341/84-11-07(DRS)): Engineering procedures
do not prescribe instructions for evaluations 'of debris found in
safety-related piping. The inspector reviewed the engineering
procedure 11.000.52, Revision 0, Section 7.5.3 which requires an
evaluation to-prevent' recurrence of intrusion of_ debris-into
-safety-related systems. 'The evaluation includes determination,

of the source and related systems, analysis of systems'which share r

,
a common boundary and a technical analysis to justify the safety*

significance of debris found in a system. The inspector has no
further concern in this' area.4

I
!

.
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E k'.' (Closed) Open Item (341/84-04-09(DRS)) and (Closed) 50.55(e) Item
(341/84-13-EE(DRS)): . Licensee to determine source of water
contamination of High Pressure Coolant (HPCI) lube oil sump. On
March 27, 1984'and June 12, 1984, during routine inspection of the
High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) system, water was detected in
the HPCI lube oil system reservoir. This oil reservoir serves the
turbine control oil system and the bearings for the turbine, main

~ pump and gear reducer; the HPCI booster pump has self lubricated
" beari ngs.' -The cause of the water contamination was suspected to be
inadequate draining from the HPCI main pump bearing drain trough
which allowed water to rise in the bearing-drain troughs and enter
the-lube oil system at the HPCI main pump bearing. Subsequent
inspections did not reveal any leakage paths through the HPCI
components. The licensee did, however; determine that the gland
seal supply line on the main pump was connected to the wrong port.
On-the main pump, the gland seal supply port is located on the pump
casing with two drain ports on the seal housing. This arrangement
of ports is not a common configuration, such as on the HPCI booster
pump. The booster pump's configuration has both the seal supply and
drain ports located on the seal housing. When the main pump was

.co mected with Field Modification Request (FMR) 6337, the connec-
tions were made in the common configuration. This resulted in the
seal supply going into one of the drain ports on the seal housing.
Even though this configuration was not correct by design,.both the
vendor and the vendor's manual were not clear and the mistake was
not detected until the licensee had analysed the problem. The
licensee has revised FMR 6377 to provide the correct seal configura-
tion. Additionally, the Byron-Jackson HPCI (vendor) pump manual is
being evaluated by DECO Engineering to determine if annotations to'

the manual are required. The inspector has no further concern in
this' area.

1. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-29-04(DRS)): Licensee to perform
vessel inspection for possible foreign material. The licensee
completed the vessel inspection and determined that no additional
debris had entered the vessel. Additional inspections were docu-
mented in' inspection report 50-341/84-37(DRS). The inspector has
no further ::oncerns in.this area.

,' ;,

m. '(Closed) Noncoa.p11ance (341/84-36-08(DkS)): Emergency Diesel
Generator Start / Failure Logs were inadequate in'that data was not
collected to allow an-independent. determination for_a start failure.

!The inspector reviewed the newly approved Operating Procedure
'12.00.82 and sound that it required the collection of data for the
time the generator is loaded and the ' load applied. This is in
agreement with Regulatory Guide 1.108 for operation of Emergency
Diesel Generators to make an independent determination for start
failures. The inspector has no further concerns in this area.

n. (Closed) Noncompliance (341/84-11-01(DRS)): Inadequate technical
review on preoperational test procedures. The inspector reviewed
the test. result packages for the Reactor Protection, Residual Heat.g

& Removal, Reactor Core Isolation Cooling and Emergency Diesel

,
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Generator Systems and determined that the addition of controlled
document comment. forms revealed that a technical review was
conducted and that the review corrected both technical and admini-
strative deficiencies. The inspector has no further concerns in
this area.

o. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-36-05(DRS)): High specific
gravities on safety-related station batteries. The licenseo and
the vendor _ reviewed the charge:and discharge data collected during
the preoperational test and surveillance performed by the DECO
Technical' Group between December 1983 and September 1984. The
results of this review indicated that the station batteries aging.*

characteristic are still within the design and that the batteries
-are still expected to perform as designed duriag the remaining nine
years of the warranty. Additionally, the inspector reviewed the
calibration of the digital hydrometer, Paars DMA-35, and determined
that the instrument was temperature corrected. The inspector has no
further concerns with the batteries, their aging characteristics or
with the instruments used to collect data.

p. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/84-11-03(DRS)) and Noncompliance
(341/83-30-01(DRP)): Review design change 10841 and engineering

-evaluation for motor operated valves (MDV). The inspector reviewede

Lthe-design change and evaluation for transient and safety analysis
considerations. Revision 1 to the design change revised the toler-
ances from plus and minus 50 percent to 25 percent which is within
testing and design considerations. The inspector's review also
determined that the engineering evaluation did provide adequate
consideration for both the transient and safety analysis. The
inspector has' no further concerns in this area. - Additionally, the
review of.the High Pressure Core Injection (HPCI) and Reactor Corea

. Isolation Cooling (RCIC) systems preoperational test results did>

have corrected valve stroke acceptance requirements. The inspector
has no further concerns in this area. ' One additional concern not
discussed by these inspection items remains open. The' regional
staff has requested assistance from NRR on interpretation of the
ASME Code for using preoperational data for inservice testing. This
concern is being followed separately by the regional ~ staff.

.q. (Closed).50.55(e) Item (341/83-18-EE(DRS)): Premature resetting of
the Automatic Digital Load Sequencer System (ADLSS). During the,

performance of preoperational testing, the Division 1 ADLSS control
logic prematurely reset before the sequencer had completed the full
cycle. The licensee's troubleshooting revealed that the reset would
occur when the ADLSS output relay energized or deenergized the
120 VAC field relays. Further testing by the licensee showed that
the ADLSS would also reset when deenergizing the 125 VDC field
rel ays.' The licensee determined that the problem was caused by theo'

field relays inducing electronic noise on the low voltage control
logic wiring in the ADLSS. The licensee's corrective actions
included ' separating the control logic wiring from the output relay
contact wires, installing low pass filters in the control logic to
mitigate the induced current, installing surge suppressors to

6
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eliminate relay operation induced voltage spikes and retesting to
confirm the effectiveness of the corrective actions. The inspector
witnessed the testing and has no further concerns in this area.

r. (Closed) Unresolved Item (341/82-16-03(DE)): The licensee's proce-
dures appear to differ from practice for jurisdictional and equipment
status tagging. The inspector has reviewed several jurisdictional
turnovers and acceptance of safety related systems including the4

Reactor Protection System and has no further concerns in this area.
However, the equipment tagging systems utilized by DECO do not appear
to be fully in agreement with 10 CFR 50, Appendix B and ANSI standard
N45.2-1977, Section 15, Paragraph 3 and is being followed separately
as unresolved. item (341/84-36-07(DRP)).

s. (Closed) 50.55(e) Item (341/84-10-EE(DRS)) and (0 pen) Open Item
.. (341/84-11-02(DRS)): Review design change to the Primary Contain-

Y ment Isolation Valves and verify implementation. The inspector
- reviewed Supplemental Test (STF) 6 to preoperational test T4800.001,

' Primary Containment Isolation System and Field Modification Requests
(FMR)*FMR 6985, FMR 7028, FMR 6986 FMR 6993 and FMR 6989. STF 6
will test the modifications made by the FMRs. FMRs 70E8 and 6986
replaces the current design of air solenoid valves with solenoid
valves that will cycle with the site's valve operating air system.
The implementation of these design changes will be verified during
subsequent inspections.

No items-of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Preoperational Test Results Review

The inspector reviewed the results of the following tests against the
FSAR, the SER, and Regulatory Guide 1.68 and determined that all test
changes were processed in accordance with the applicable administrative
controls, test deficiencies were processed and corrected as required,
results were evaluated and met the acceptance criteria, and the results
were reviewed and approved as required except as noted below:

*PRET A8100.001 - Integrated ECCS Test
PRET E1151.001 - Residual Heat Removal (RHR) Complex Service Water System
PRET E1100.001 - RHR System
PRET T4600.001 - Standby Gas Treatment System

*PRET C7100.001 - Reactor Protection System
PRET E5100.001 - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
PRET R3000.001 - Emergency Diesel Generator System
PRET R1102.001 - Emergency Safety Feature System

* Denotes systems accepted for turnover by Deco Nuclear Production.

During performance of PRET E1100.001 a jumper which was part of the
permanent plant design was found to be missing as described in Test
Exception Disposition Report (TEDR) #4. This jumper was connected in*

series with other components to a 115 volt supply to power a unit which
i

0
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provided an annunciator for steam leak detection. The licensee believed
that the jumper may have been removed in conjunction with a design change
to the Reactor Water Cleanup System since this had been the only author-
ized work on the same panel. In addition to rewiring in the panel, the
design change also necessitated additional inserts to be installed in the
panel face. In order to fabricate the extra holes for the inserts, the
panel face would have had to be removed thereby requiring wires to be
disconnected, including the missing jumper. However, after .terk on the
panel was complete the jumper may have never been replaced un*.11 dis-
covered during the RHR system preoperational test. Upon review of the
Field modification request (FMR) covering this design change, the
licensee has been unable to find any documentation that this jumper was
to be removed. .Due to the large number of wires removed during the

. modification, the licensee indicates that the most plausible explanation
for the occurrence is that the jumper was inadvertently removed during
this activity. This occurrence is a further example of the failure to
maintain configuration control as described in previously identified
noncompliance'341/84-37-01(DRS). The licensee has agreed to address this
problem in conjunction with their formal response to the above mentioned
nancompliance.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Review of Station Batteries Surveillance Procedures
'

The inspector reviewed two technical group survoillance procedures, Plant
Operating Procedure POM 47.309.02 and Maintenance Instruction M1-E0039.
Beth procedures were used to perform equalizing charges on the safety-
related 130/260 VDC station batteries. Because of the methods prescribed
by these procedures, prior to and post charge data was inadequate such
that an independent determination of the state of charge could not be
made from the data collected. The method prescribed by the procedures
required equalizing voltage to be applied to the batteries prior to
collecting the pre-charge data and float voltage to be applied when
post-charge data was collected. This created unusual data such that in
some occurrences corrected gravities and individual cell voltages
decreased after a charge. The following are' data collected by procedure

v Mi-E0039 in March 1984:

Gravities Cell Voltage
Battery Cell No. (pre / post charge) (pre / post charge)

2A-1 1 1.244/1.246 2.38/2.36*
2A-2 61 1.241/1.246 2.36/2.22*
28 1 1 1.247/1.246* 2.41/2.28*2

28-2 61 1.244/1.245 2.33/2.19*
28-2 63 1.258/1.252* 2.37/2.20*

s
* Denotes data that did not respond as expected after the battery had!

received a charge.

5
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. As noted above, the battery data does not indicate that an equalizing
charge had been performed. However, the data is similar to expected data

! for a slow discharge. Because the procedure prescribed a method of '

. data taking that was inadequate,.this is an item of noncompliance!

.(50-341/84-46-01(DRS)). The licensee has indicated that these procedures i

will be revised prior to December 7, 1984. The inspector will review the
revised procedures during subsequent inspections.

,

No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Inservice Testina of Pumps and Valves
|

1

L The ' inspector met with the licensee to discuss the implementation of
| the inservice testing program for pumps and valves as required by '

r 10 CFR 50.55a(g). The inspector noted that the licensee had submitted a !

|~ relief request, VR-11 which concerns those valves which penetrate primary
containment and are subject to the leak test criteria as specified in

;. 'IW-3421'through IW-3427 of Section XI of the American Society of'

Mechanical Engineers' Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, 1980 Edition
including the Winter 1981 addenda. Relief request No. VR-11 proposes the
use of Appendix J, type C testing as alternate testing in lieu of leak
testing per IW requirements. Safety Eva16stion Report, Supplement 4,
dated September 1984, in response to the Itcensee'.s request for relief

| states, " Relief from Paragraphs IW-3421 through -2425 for containment
isolation valves presents no safety problem since the intent. of IW-3421
through -3425 is met by Appendix J requirements, however, the licensee
shall comply with Paragraphs IW-3426 and -3427 unless specific relief is

. requested from these paragraphs." The licensee stated that it was their
belief that VR-11 fulfills the specific relief request required to exempt |

'

them from the analysis delineated in IW-3426. Following a discussion
with the inservice testing program reviewer at NRR indicated that
although the licensee had requested specific relief from the requirements

~

.,

of IW-3426, such relief had not been granted by the Commission;j
- consequently, the requirements. of both IW-3426 and -3427 still apply.

1

L
The licensee has been informed of the NRR position and has agreed to
specify leak rates for those valves which are leak tested. Completion of
maximum allowed leakage for given valves will be tracked as an open item-

| (341/84-46-02(DRS)).
:

| No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

6. Open Items
:

L Open items are matters which have been discussed with the licensee, which
i, will be reviewed further by the inspector, and which involve some action
| on the part of the NRC or licensee or both. An open item disclosed during.
L' the inspection is discussed in. Paragraph 5.

7. Exit Meetina.

The inspectors met with site representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1) at
! ,the conclusion of the inbpection on November 29, 1984. The inspector

( summarized the scope and findings of the inspection.

9.
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